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Abstract—Conventional wireless communication schemes use radio/micro wave frequencies for data transmission, primarily because 

of the availability of high sensitivity receivers and ability to provide broad coverage at low frequencies and line of sight communication 

at high frequencies. But, RF can support only a limited bandwidth due to confined spectrum availability. Therefore the expanding 

demand for wireless data has led to clogging of the radio spectrum. Thus there is a need to study and use new communication 

technologies in near future that will reduce interference and will be a clean source of communication. Communication is providing new 

advances constantly, people are depending more and more on the benefits they provide. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The act of conveying intended meaning from one entity to another entity through the use of mutually understood signs and rules 
is called as communication. Wireless communication is the transfer of information between two or more points. Radio signals are a 
medium used for communication. These are electromagnetic signals just like light. Radio wave communication need short distances 
may be such as a few meters for television and thousands kilo meters for deep-space radio communications. Wireless network 
technologies have very low power usage. Radio waves are produced by combination of electric and magnetic fields at right angles. 
Spectrum of these waves is called the electromagnetic spectrum and also occurs at different frequencies. Wireless data transmission 
is constantly increasing, thus the radio frequency spectrum is becoming increasingly crowded. Spectrum is becoming more 
crowded and spectral management is becoming an issue of concern. Mobile data will grow rapidly between 2013 and 2018 and the 
growth is strongest. Wireless broadband data access is increasing rapidly with increase in mobile traffic followed by the 
smartphone, laptop and tablet popularity. Data usage, is rapidly increasing thus, there is a major concern to focus on alternative 
technologies.  

II. RADIO SIGNALS 

 
Radio signals are transmitted by an antenna with a certain output signal strength. As the radio signal is spreading out from the 

antenna it becomes weaker and weaker the further away from the sender it gets. As the signal is spreading out the effect of the 
signal is also spread out over a bigger area. Signal is split up after colliding with particles, objects or edges. Radio signals can be 
reflected by or bounce on things just like light waves. The bouncing signals are often much weaker than the original signal directly 
from the antenna. The strongest signal strength with the best signal quality is received only by having a complete free line of sight 
to the antenna.  

III. TECHNOLOGIES  
 

Emerging Wireless Technologies: 

 Visible Light Communication (Li Fi) 

 Loon Project 

 NFC SIM Card 

 White Fi 

A. Visible Light Communication (VLC): 

   Dr. Harald Haas from University of Edinburgh, UK, suggested a new technology called as Li Fi that overcomes the shortcomings 

of Wi-Fi. In this technology radio waves are replaced with visible light as the carrier. Li-Fi or also called as optical Wi-Fi is 

cheaper and safer than the Wi-Fi, because it don’t need any access control systems and passwords. Light pulses cannot penetrate 

through walls, thus provide good security. The electric light does not interfere with light communication. The light sources can 

provide internet access at very high speed. Figure 1 shows VLC architecture. Li-Fi technology transmits data wirelessly with the 

use of led. LED lighting conserves energy, contains no mercury and provides extra brightness with long life compared to traditional 

lighting. Data is transmitted via light by changing the flicker rate with different combinations of 1 and 0, and its intensity is 

modulated that it is impossible to notice by human eyes. IEEE 802 defines a family of standards. A standard defined for the visible 

light communication system is IEEE 802.15.7. IEEE 802.15.7 includes two nodes, a coordinator node and a remote device node. 

Coordinator initializes and manages the data communication in network between coordinator and a remote device. The IEEE 

802.15.7 has two layers Physical and Medium Access Control (MAC) layers, among all the layers of ISO/OSI stack protocol. [1][2] 
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Figure 1. VLC Topologies 

B. Loon Project 

  A new project, the project Loon is proposed by Google that can provide internet access to remote and rural areas. It was launched 

in 2013. The Loon network, balloons travel around the Earth and bring access points to the users who cannot connect directly to the 

global wired Internet. Deployment of base stations for every location on the Earth seems to be impossible. It is a concept of 

providing Internet from the sky. Balloon network is formed in the sky that will transmit signals to nearest base stations and ISPs on 

earth. One balloon can provide connectivity to a ground area about 70 to 80 km in diameter using a wireless communications 

technology.  

 

 
Figure 2: Google project Loon 

The project uses high altitude platform or balloons placed in the stratosphere at an altitude of about 20 to 32 km which is safe from 

bad weather and flights to support an aerial wireless network. The balloons are super pressure balloons filled with helium. Project 

Loon began in June 2013 with an experimental pilot in New Zealand, where pioneers of Project Loon tested this technology. Thirty 

balloons were launched to a small group of pilot testers. The results of the pilot test, tests in New Zealand, California’s Central 

Valley and in North East Brazil are used to improve the technology and for preparing the next stages of the project.  A balloon can 

last around 100 days in stratosphere that are made from sheets of polyethylene plastic and measure 15 meters wide by 12 meters tall 

when fully inflated. When a balloon has to be taken out of service, gas is released from the balloon, to bring the balloon down to 

earth in a controlled descent. [4], [5], [6] 

 

C. NFC SIM Card 

Near Field Communication (NFC) is contactless form of data transfer that provide a connection between two devices over a short 

distance. Use of NFC is conceivable in a large number of sectors and application areas. Depending on an application’s 

requirements, technical implementation of NFC is simple, quick and inexpensive. NFC provide data exchange over distances of up 

to 10 centimetres in active or passive modes, over a short range using a very high frequency and with enhanced security 

mechanisms, it thus permits not only information about products to be read out, but also standardised, secure data exchange 

between electronic devices for everyday use. 

 

Apple Pay and Samsung Pay (IOS 8 and Android 4.4 onwards) are a natural evolution of the NFC payment system in general that 

provide convenient mobile transactions without the need of any wireless data network. The multifunctional car key has been 

developed at the BMW Group which will allow BMW drivers to just open doors or start the engine. Driver can have information 

about the car, whether it is locked, amount of fuel left or the precise location of the vehicle on a mobile terminal with an NFC 

interface by just holding the key near the device. 
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Figure 3: Components of an NFC ecosystem 

NFC enabled SIM cards are to become a worldwide standard. The GSM Association has announced that a consortium has been 

formed and has committed to support and implement SIM cards, embedded with NFC. Both SIM and SD cards can be equipped 

with NFC chips and some companies are preparing to offer these options so large number of customers can start using NFC 

technology. For example, merely touching a film poster equipped with an NFC chip with an NFC capable device enables a trailer to 

be displayed and tickets to be reserved at the nearest cinema, shelves in the supermarket which are equipped with NFC provide 

information about the origin and treatment of fruit and vegetables, can indicate whether the engine oil is suitable for car. [7], [8] 

D. White Fi 

   White-Fi or Super Wi-Fi, is approved in February 2014. TV white spaces are the unused TV channels can be used to deliver 

broadband services. TV white spaces devices and networks will work similar like conventional Wi-Fi, but the advantage is that the 

TV signals travel over longer distances and penetrate walls and other obstacles, require fewer access points to cover the area. TV 

White Spaces (TVWS) are frequencies made available for unlicensed use.  This spectrum is located in the 54-216 MHz and 470-

698 MHz, VHF and UHF bands respectively. In order to utilize this unlicensed spectrum band, White Space Devices (WSD) must 

communicate with a database that provide a list of currently available white space channels and ensure required users are protected. 

 The available channels may vary, depending on WSD device type and location. It uses a new technique called dynamic spectrum 

sharing. [9] 

 

The FCC Second Memorandum Opinion and Order established the TV white space rules. Various unlicensed devices, called White 

Space Devices (WSDs), can make use of a particular TV channels in the VHF or UHF bands. The Commission allow fixed and 

personal/portable unlicensed devices that will operate in the TV bands. The Commission allow fixed devices to operate on any 

channel between 2 and 51, excluding channels 3, 4 and 37 and also personal portable devices to operate on channel between 21 and 

51, except channel 37. 

 
Figure 3: White spaces in a specific location 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The advancement of technology has an enormous impact on the world. Communication technology has rapidly changed the way 

society operates. New advances in communication are being developed constantly and rapidly, people are depending on them. 

Communication technology has become important in education, business, politics, crisis responses, etc. New technology should be 

developed increase data rates, network capacity, reduce power consumption, create cheaper devices and enable global roaming. 

New technology could fundamentally change future wireless communications. 
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